The 1& cal carbon-carbon bonding in evaporated (e-C) and ion-sputtered (i-C) amorphous carbon has been inv . .stigated by transmission electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and by (e, 2e) spectroscopy.
The presence of hydrogen in the sample also produces a diamondlike film. A natural model to describe this extreme range of optical and structural variation is to assume the local carbon-carbon bond '. ng ' Their arguments hinged on an earlier measurement of the zelectron oscillator strength in crystalline graphite.
An error in this analysis has recently been discovered and it now appears that the relative fraction of sp and sp bonds cannot be determined from the complex dielectric function of e-C.
We have investigated graphitic e-C and diamondlike i Cby EELS a-nd (e, 2e) spectroscopy and find that the bonding is predominantly sp in both materials, but the electronic structure of the z electrons in e-C and i-C is significantly different. The x-electron spectral density in e-C is similar to an angular average of the z-electron spectral density in crystalline graphite. However, in diamondlike i-C, the spectral density of the "x electrons" 10 /0 cm. The diffraction pattern for the e-C and i-C films exhibited diffusive rings which were qualitatively similar to published measurements. ' The loss function, Im( -I/e), of crystalline graphite, e-C, and i-C was measured from 0 to 80 eV by EELS. N ff(7 eV). We find the same N, ff(E ) for e-C and i Caspreviously measured, but with the corrected result for graphite it is no longer possible to separate the z from o. electron transitions to determine the fraction of sp and sp bonding. We will argue, based on the (e, 2e) data, that the fraction of sp bonding is nearly the same in e-C and i C( -100%) -but that the electronic structure of the x electrons is quite diA'erent in the two materials.
The spectral momentum density, p(E, q), of crystalline and amorphous solids can be measured by (e, 2e) spectroscopy.
In the independent-electron approxima- graphite' ' and evaporated carbon ' have been published.
Here we report measurements on ion-sputtered films.
Some of our (e, 2e) data for i Care sh-own in Fig. 2 .
The spectral density as a function of energy (with respect to the Fermi energy) for four dilferent momenta is plotted. The data are corrected for multiple scattering. ' The smaller peak at E =8 eV we associate with the graphite z band and the stronger peak which disperses with momentum may be either the graphite o.
bands or a mixture of diamond and graphite o bands. The energy dependence of the spectra (constant momentum) has been fitted by two Lorentzian functions. The widths of the peaks are independent of q, within our experimental resolution, and equal to 6.60~0.5 and 8.0+0.5 eV for the z and o. peaks, respectively. The widths are primarily from incomplete deconvolution of the instrumental resolution function. We estimate the intrinsic widths of the peaks to be~2 eV. In Fig. 3 pp, «(E', q'), p = «r or o. , y = tr-C (e-C or i-C), G denotes graphite, and D denotes diamond. In the limit q~, this ratio is c, 2/(4 -c, 2). Unfortunately, we are unable to integrate the spectral density of i Cbeyond -q = 3.5 A. ' (q = 2.5 for e-C) because the intensity is lost in the statistical noise. The spectral density of graphite and diamond has been calculated for certain high-symmetry directions by a first-principles, den s ity-function al technique.
We estimated Np o (q ) and N D (q ) by smoothly interpolating pp "(E,q) between the symmetry directions. The experimental and theoretical results for the ratio of z -to-o. intensity are shown in Fig. 4 . The open and solid circles are tne experimental results for e-C and i -C, respectively. The solid lines are the theoretical ratios for the three diA'e rent con centration s of sp bonding given in the figure. Note the break in the horizontal axis and the exact values of the ratios for q =~. The experimental ratio is very sensitive to statistical Auctuations at low momentum, but for q~2 .0 A ' the ratio for both e-C and i -C have stabilized to values consistent with c, 2 = 1 .0. Given the statistical uncertainty, we estimate that 0.85~c, p2 1 .0 for e-C and 0.75~c p2 1 .0 for i -C.
Finally, we address the question of why e-C is soft and black while i -C is hard and transparent if the local bonding in both cases is -1 00% sp . Part of the difference, undoubtedly, is due to subtle diA erences in the electronic structure of the z band near the Fermi energy which we cannot resolve. But there is a major difference between the z-band spectral densities of e-C and i -C which may be an important factor explaining the disparate properspectral momentum density of a disordered solid is a challenging conceptual problem. Some theoretical studies of simplified models for disordered solids do find that energy-momentum correlations exist in the amorphous phase. ' ' H aydock ' finds these correlations are similar to an angular average of the crystalline phase band structure. A rough angular average of the rr (dashed line) and cr (solid lines) bands of graphite are shown in the figure. An angular average of the diamond o bands is qualitatively similar to the averaged o. bands in graphite except that the bandwidth for diamond is 2 1 eV while the width of the o. bands in graphite is 1 8 eV. It can be seen that the "band structU re" of i -C is very similar to an angular average of the graphite band structure. The band structure of e-C is also much like graphite. ' We can estimate the fraction of sp and sp bonding in e-C and i -C from the normalization condition on the spectral momentum density as is discussed next. ' In contrast, the momentum density of the z orbital in i C-(see Fig. 3 ) is finite at q =0 and has the characteristics of a hybridized s-p wave function. In i-C a distribution of radii for the curvature of the sp bonded system presumably exists so that the z-band spectral density is some average over diAerent degrees of rehybridization. A quantitative analysis of this rehybridization will require a more detailed model for the structure of i-C. 
